
WHY PARTNER WITH US?
The QLDMSC is a professional and renowned not-for-profit student organisation servicing 
all medical students across Queensland. As a sponsor, you will have unparalleled 
exposure to students enrolled at all four QLD medical universities, as well as students 
interested in entering the medical field in the future.

2019 p2019 presents exciting sponsorship opportunities with new and expanded events and a 
larger cohort of  medical students than in previous years. Our students are from all over 
Australia - including rural, regional and metropolitan areas - and have culturally different 
backgrounds. In essence, our events capture the true-to-life experience of  the 
Queensland medical student.

PPartnering with QLDMSC means exposure of  your brand to all Queensland medical 
students and within a recognised society shaping the future of  healthcare. By connecting 
with these students early, you can forge lifelong connections throughout their respective 
medical careers.

“Partnering with QLDMSC means 
exposure of your brand to all Queensland

medical students”



SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES



Masterclass  Two:  “What  I  wish I  learnt  in  Med
School”  Masterclass



Queensland’s  Annual  Emergency Medical  
Challenge (EMC)





ADVOCACY EVENTS
JCU at  EMC



SOCIAL EVENTS
Cocktai ls  Night



Yacht  Week



CONTACT US!
Facebook Page
Our Our Facebook page has a reach of  over 1000 medical students and is a great way to 
expose your brand to Queensland medical students. The page is not only followed by cur-
rent medical students, but also alumni and prospective medical students meaning that 
your brand can be exposed to a wide range of  people at different levels in their medical 
career. Our page is a hub for important updates on intern applications and support 
groups, upcoming social and academic events, and advocacy. Each silver and platinum 
event sponsorship tier involves advertisement on the QLDMSC Facebook page.

If  you are interested in sponsoring QLDMSC 2019 please do not hesitate to contact us 
through any of  the following channels:

Email
sponsorship@qldmsc.org.au

Mobile
0435 242 258 

Facebook
https://wwhttps://www.facebook.com/qldmsc/


